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ON-THE-JOB

TRAINING

Do you need skilled workers? On-the-job training (OJT), a federally funded program, lets you hire and train eligible,
skilled workers and get reimbursed for your efforts. As an employer, you’ll benefit from more efficient recruiting, more
targeted training and reduced training expenses. We’re here for you every step of the way!

ON-The-Job Training PROCESS
ACQUIRE

HIRE

TRAIN

Training agreement
with local workforce
board.

Eligible skilled
workers.

New employee
for up to 6
Months.

Employer has a NEW
highly skilled employee
for a GREAT value!

RECEIVE
Reimbursement
for up to 75% of
OJT wages up to
1,040 hours.

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING!
Testimonials from just some of EDSI’s many satisfied clients.

“EDSI has been a significant help in finding qualified staff to fill our vacancies in
manufacturing, production, sales and office positions. Many of the candidates have also
been eligible for OJT grants which provided significant savings during their training period.
As far as working with EDSI, it has been a pleasure.”

Anne Sliffer | Human Resources Manager, Craft-Bilt

“EDSI has provided quality candidates which has ultimately helped us open our stores.
They are professional, diligent, fast and helpful. The future looks great as we will continue to
hire and source from their candidates.”

Apolinar Chavez | Area Coach of Operations, Panda Express

“HR professionals are extremely busy juggling multiple tasks like recruiting, hiring and
training. EDSI and the OJT program assist with all of these tasks throughout the process.
The training plans and monthly progress reports are a great tool both for employers and the
new employees.”

Cindi Schaediger | Director of Human Resources, Global Packaging, Inc.

“EDSI has helped my business by providing me with quality employees. My advice to other
companies is to use this service! Help others and in the process help yourself.”

Michael Bloomfield | President, Tekie Geek

“Since the start of working with EDSI, I’ve had a very positive experience. The employees
that work with the program have been very responsive and helpful when assistance was
needed. The program was very organized…I felt it was a great opportunity for us as a
company.”

Joseph Palermo | President, Preferred Automotive Specialists
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